I use Russian versions of names for transliteration. 2 The term brothers -
Republics from Russian sources because products of Russian mass media are in broad circulation. As a consequence, the attitude of Russian mass media toward events in Ukraine has influenced the perceptions of an audience that was not able to access alternative sources of information. At the same time, many Ukrainians who participated in Presidential elections and saw Russian reports on the situation in their country felt betrayed and expressed resentment. The above statement prompted an investigation of the "streams of propaganda" in Russian mass media. However, the collection of evidence on the propaganda campaign has been anything but simple. Russian public discourse does not adhere to the practice of black and white labeling that was a widespread technique used by the Soviet press. 4 In the past, if Soviet newspapers were assigned to destroy a reputation they would use dysphemisms (verbal resources we have for being offensive 5 ) such as vonyuchaia padal' (stinking carrion/animal corpses), beshenye sobaki (mad dogs), razdavit' poganuyu gadinu (to squash repulsive reptiles/vermin), rasstreliat' kak poganyh psov (to shoot like vile/filthy dogs). 6 Hudson observes that the Russians "introduced a new, crude and repulsive ideological vocabulary with which to abuse their enemies." 7 A step away from the highest
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